Data Management Solutions

Panjiva Supply Chain
Intelligence via Xpressfeed

TM

Intelligent supply chain data, seamlessly delivered.
Robust global supply chain data

Unstructured data, differentiated insight

Panjiva data contains global transaction details of goods
traded across borders, with information such as buyers
and sellers, product descriptions, values, and more, to
help you understand the associations among global
trading relationships.

Panjiva leverages supervised and unsupervised machine
learning technologies to surface key insights from unstructured
supply chain data.

Coverage includes:

-- View total import and export data to analyze global supplier
and customer networks or evaluate details on product lines

-- Over 1 billion transaction records
-- 13 million company-to-company relationships
-- Approximately 40% of global merchandise traded
by dollar value*

Country sources include:
-- USA

-- Costa Rica

-- China

-- Ecuador

-- Mexico

-- Panama

-- India

-- Paraguay

-- Brazil

-- Peru

-- Chile

-- Uruguay

-- Colombia

-- Venezuela

Powerful Xpressfeed delivery
Xpressfeed provides a single integrated data source
in item level transaction files. The comprehensive
data warehouse includes the foundational data sets
required to power sophisticated quantitative research
and modeling. Information is delivered in packages so
you can customize and receive only the data
you want and need.
With Xpressfeed, you can:
-- Take advantage of the industry's most comprehensive
database of corporate actions and security mappings

With Panjiva Supply Chain Intelligence, you can:

-- Map company supply chain data to stock price movements
-- Leverage supply chain data as indicator of company inventory
activity, COGS, or revenue
-- Enhance your risk or investment models to better understand
relationships in the supply chain
-- Identify higher risk counterparties

Linking capabilities that unlock connections
S&P Global Market Intelligence's Cross-Reference Services
helps you understand connections in the global supply chain
with robust linking capabilities.
With powerful and flexible delivery via Xpressfeed, you can
combine timely information from the global supply chain with
existing S&P Global datasets, coupled with your own datasets
to create unique, forward-looking insights.

Key benefits:
-- Save time with our extensive linked reference data and
gain valuable perspective on business relationships
-- Validate, reconcile, and link data for a streamlined workflow

Service you can count on
Nothing satisfies us more than helping you complete a project
or meet a deadline. Turn to our 24x7x365 global support team
anytime, from anywhere. We're just a phone call or email away.

-- Leverage a cross-reference suite of products that will
allow you to link across entities using a variety of entity
level identifiers
-- Reduce time spent on backtesting and focus on
factor model creation
*The assumptions in this analysis are calculated using proprietary algorithms in addition to 2016 Global Merchandise Trade by Value data reported to UN Comtrade, the International
Trade Statistics database, by the participating governments. Using a factor between 1 and 0.46, we have made these assumptions as of August 28, 2018, to calculate the global
merchandise traded by dollar value coverage. Based on availability of the underlying data, these assumptions are subject to change.

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry
data, research, and news into tools that help track performance,
generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive
and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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